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There can be no doubt that farm service was in decline between the middle of
the eighteenth and the middle of the nineteenth centuries, for contemporary
testimony to this fact is deafening and historical opinion categorical.2 The
regional pattern to this phenomenon was clear cut: farm servants survived in
much greater numbers for far longer in the north and south-west of England,
where pasture farming predominated, settlements were more dispersed, farms
were generally smaller and alternative employment in rural industries more
readily available. In the southern half of the country, however, excluding only
Cornwall and Devon, farm service was in rapid decline. Some contemporaries
appear to have believed the process to be complete by the 1820s and 1830s, but
the agricultural labour force in the several southern counties still comprised
between 15 per cent and 38 per cent farm servants as late as 1831, these figures
perhaps erring on the generous side.3 Despite a recent reassessment of the
1831 census data which concludes that the contrast between the north and
west and the south and east has been exaggerated, a clear contrast remains.4
By mid-century, ‘few servants in husbandry were hired in the south and east’.5
Although a couple of reports to the Poor Law Board on the Law of Settlement
in 1847 and 1851 do suggest that the removal of the hiring head of settlement
in 1834 had produced a slight revival of farm service, this does not appear to
be supported by the published census reports for 1851.6 Across nearly the
whole of the south and east by this date, the proportion of the labour force
(male and female) who were farm servants stood between 4 and 14 per cent
according to Kussmaul, whilst the more reliable figures relating to males only
presented by Snell stand in single figures for the great majority of southern
counties.7
Hertfordshire was no exception, and again contemporaries were well aware of
the process. The Hertfordshire responses to the rural queries framed by the
Poor Law Commissioners in 1834 are particularly revealing, the key question
being number 38, ‘Do the labourers in your neighbourhood change their
services more frequently than formerly and how do you account for that
circumstance?’, to which 16 of the 18 Hertfordshire parishes responded.8 Only
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one of these, Stanstead Abbotts, answered in the negative, a qualified ‘not
generally’; all of the rest agreed that this was indeed the case. The evidence of
the published report on the 1851 census is no less categorical, for in
Hertfordshire at this date a mere 7.9 per cent of the male labour force were
recorded as farm servants, just 1,861 out of a total of 23,476.9 As in 1831 the
figure stood within the range 20-25 per cent,10 farm service in Hertfordshire
would appear to have been very quickly on its way to extinction at midcentury. How paradoxical, therefore, to find Edwin Grey, in his reminiscences
of Harpenden in the later 1860s, clearly reporting the continuation of the
practice of farm service, both in Harpenden itself and elsewhere in the county,
both lads and men presenting themselves at the annual hiring fairs held at St
Albans or Luton, agreeing weekly wages, a lump sum of £2 at the end of the
year’s contract plus one shilling in binding money.11 Farm service, this account
suggests, may indeed have been changing, but some 15 years or so after the
1851 census it still appears to have been in active operation.
In an attempt to resolve this paradox the census enumerators’ books (hereafter
CEBs) for the St Albans district, which included Grey’s Harpenden, were
examined in detail. The St Albans Superintendent Registrar’s District in 1851
incorporated the Borough and Liberty of St Albans, and the surrounding
villages of Harpenden, Redbourn, Sandridge and Wheathampstead. The
population of the Liberty of St Albans was 11,160 (including the workhouse),
but the borough proper encompassed only some 6,985. Hence there was a
substantial rural area lying within the Liberty amounting to approximately
4,000 individuals, besides a further 6,831 rural inhabitants living in the four
villages near to the town.12 For the St Albans region, farm servants appear to
be reasonably well recorded in the CEBs and distinguished from house
servants in all but the area designated as the Out-hamlets (on the fringes of St
Albans) and, to a lesser extent, in Sandridge. The returns for the Out-hamlets
are particularly suspicious, for a number of entries occur here where young
male servants living on farms are recorded either as ‘servant’ under
occupation as well as under relationship to head of household or, more
commonly, the occupation column is left blank, and it is probable that these
were in fact farm, rather than domestic, servants. This is true of the farms of
Henry Kerley, William George, George Longstaff and William Wise, among
others, and the net effect is quite considerable. If all of the suspect cases are
counted, then a total of 19 farm servants have been omitted, against a recorded
total of just 27.13 In Sandridge the enumerator appears to have made a very
clear distinction between farm and house servants, until the phrase ‘general
servant’ begins to appear towards the end of the enumeration, always against
the names of male residents, which might indicate that the 11 individuals so
described on the farms of Jonathan Cox, Robert Smith, William Holloway and
Elizabeth Booth were both farm and household servants, and hence should be
added to the 48 farm servants proper identified here. In the tabulations which
follow, therefore, adjusted figures are presented for both of these districts.
The CEBs identify farm servants and farm labourers in three ways: through
description of the relationship of a living-in labourer to the head of household,
through the designation given under occupation, and through the details
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Table 1

Male Living-in Farm Servants (1).
No. Labourers No. Living-in

%Living-in

No.Under 20*

%Under 20

URBAN
St Albans (town)

34

6

17.6

3

50.0

St Michaels (rural)

119

33

27.7

23

69.7

St Stephens

198

46

23.2

30

65.2

Out-hamlets

181

47

26.0

25

53.2

Harpenden

177

38

21.5

18

47.4

Redbourn

126

35

27.8

24

68.6

Sandridge

255

59

23.1

34

57.6

Wheathampstead

167

28

16.8

20

71.4

1,257

292

23.2

177

60.6

RURAL

Total
Note:

* Excludes the one labourer who lived-in with Arthur Timperon, for whom no age is given.

under farmers’ occupations of the size of their farm and the number of
labourers they employed—the latter only occasionally distinguishing living-in
from living-out labourers.14 Two approaches were adopted to determine the
proportion of the agricultural labour force that were farm servants. First, the
information regarding number of labourers that each farmer employed
contained in the occupation column, where this was given, was compared
with the number of labourers identified as living-in with their employer. The
results of this exercise are presented in Table 1. The proportion found to be
living-in, just over 23 per cent, is remarkably high given the evidence of the
published census report. The percentages are fairly consistent between
parishes, only Wheathampstead and the town of St Albans exhibiting notably
lower proportions, but even here the figures remain double the county
average. The situation could, however, vary considerably from one farm to the
next. In Harpenden, for example, Robert Sibley of Annobles Farm employed
22 labourers, none of whom lived-in at the farm, while of the 15 employed by
Joseph Willmott at Cooters End six did so.
In St Michaels (rural) all six of Thomas Hollingshead’s labourers at Kettlewell
Farm lived in, whilst all other farms in this part of St Michaels parish included
only between one and three live-in labourers, regardless of the size of the total
labour force. In all, however, of the 149 farms suitable for analysis, 111 or fully
75 per cent included at least one living-in labourer. On the other hand, over 60
per cent of farm servants were under the age of 20, and the majority of the
remainder were in their twenties, confirming farm service as predominantly a
feature of a particular life-cycle stage.
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Table 2

Male Living-in Farm Servants (2).

No. Labourers No. Living-in

%Living-in

No.Under 20*

%Under 20

URBAN
St Albans (town)

130

6

4.6

3

50.0

St Michaels (rural)

167

45

26.9

29

64.4

St Stephens

352

51

14.5

32

62.7

Out-hamlets

302

52

17.2

27

51.9

Harpenden

358

41

11.5

20

48.8

Redbourn

300

40

13.3

27

67.5

Sandridge

173

64

37.0

36

56.3

Wheathampstead

378

35

9.3

24

68.6

2160

334

15.5

198

59.3

RURAL

Total
Note:

* Excludes the one labourer who lived-in with Arthur Timperon, for whom no age is given.

The second approach adopted conformed to that apparently employed by the
General Register Office in processing the returns for publication: that is, all the
labourers listed under ‘occupation’ were counted, and the number living in
with their employer identified. This method produced very different results,
as shown in Table 2.15 Now the number of labourers identified is substantially
larger, 2,160 as compared to 1,257, and in consequence the proportion livingin is considerably lower, standing at a little over 15 per cent overall.
Differences between parishes are now considerably exaggerated. The low
percentage among those found in the borough comes as no surprise, given the
fact that so few farmers lived here, but even between the rural areas there are
marked differences, with only just over 9 per cent living-in in
Wheathampstead and fully 37 per cent in Sandridge. Indeed, there were fewer
labourers living in the village of Sandridge than the farmers reported they
employed, 173 as compared with 255, the obverse of the situation found in all
other parishes. Clearly, some parishes were exporters of labour to work on
farms situated in others, most clearly those lying within the borough of St
Albans, while the village of Sandridge was importing labour from elsewhere
in the district. It is also likely that some of the labourers listed here were
actually employed in surrounding parishes which bordered the St Albans
district, while others living outside the district may well have found
employment within it. These are, of course, imponderables, but if our data
shows nothing else it does indicate that any analysis based upon the
individual parish could well be entirely misleading.
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There are a number of possible conclusions that can be drawn from this
analysis. Whatever method is employed to calculate the proportion of
labourers who were farm servants in the St Albans district in 1851, the figures
stand substantially above the county figures given in the printed census
reports, either double or treble the level shown there. Alongside the fact that
the majority of farmers continued to keep at least one live-in labourer, this
appears to indicate much stronger survival of farm service at mid-century
than has often been assumed, and helps us to understand Grey’s testimony
concerning the situation in the 1860s. How do we explain the discrepancy
between the local evidence of the CEBs and the published county figures? It
possible that the totals given in the printed census report are wrong, and that
occupational designations have been relied upon to determine the number of
farm servants rather than careful identification of labourers’ living
arrangements. It is also possible that the St Albans district was exceptional in
its retention of farm service at mid-century, although this would inevitably
imply that levels were very much lower elsewhere in Hertfordshire: the 334
live-in labourers listed in Table 2 represents fully 18 per cent of the county
total given in the report while the district contained only 11 per cent of the
county’s population and was also relatively highly urbanised. Furthermore,
the labourer to farm ratio was high in this district, a feature commonly
associated with low rather than high levels of farm service.16 On the other
hand, there is a respect in which the St Albans district was exceptional, and
this is in the remarkable opportunities for additional earnings from the straw
plait and straw and Brazilian hat trades.17 If one reason for the retention of
farm service in the pastoral regions of the country was the existence of
competing forms of industrial by-employment, the existence of these thriving
industries in south and south-west Hertfordshire may have exerted a similar
impact here too. Whatever the explanation, our data would seem to indicate at
the very least that considerable variation could be found within as well as
between counties and that in some southern areas farm service declined far
more slowly than is often assumed and was certainly not close to extinction at
mid-century.
Recent studies of groups of parishes in other southern counties have similarly
identified surprisingly high numbers of farm servants at mid-century in
comparison with what contemporary testimony and the evidence of the
published census reports would have us believe, and the growing weight of
evidence supports the view that the chronology and scale of changes to the
agrarian social structure in this period requires re-evaluation.18 To do this
effectively, however, and to determine whether it is local variation that is
being detected or serious under-recording of farm service in the published
census reports, examination of an entire county is required. Full analysis of
farms and farm service throughout Hertfordshire, paying particular attention
to the quality of recording in each enumeration district, is currently
underway. Once this analysis is complete, it will not only be possible to
determine whether or not the published reports are indeed defective, but we
will also be able to relate such variations as are identified to differences in soil
conditions, proximity to London, and to the local availability of alternative
employment in cottage and small factory industry.
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